BSAI/BISI Fieldwork projects

If any reader knows of a relevant publication which we have missed, or any entry which needs correcting, please e–mail the Administrator.

Nimrud


J. V. Kinnier Wilson, “Two medical texts from Nimrud”, *Iraq* 18 (1956), pp. 130–146
J. V. Kinnier Wilson, “Two medical texts from Nimrud (continued)”, *Iraq* 19 (1957), pp. 40–49
M.E.L. Mallowan, “Nimrud”, in *Twenty Five Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1956, pp. 45–78


**Final Reports:**

M.E.L. Mallowan, *Nimrud and its Remains* [3 volumes], 1966

**Cuneiform Texts from Nimrud**


In preparation:

Vol. VI. R. Mattila and J.N. Postgate
Scholarly tablets from Nimrud are also available online at the website of *The Geography of Knowledge in Assyria and Babylonia: A Diachronic Analysis of Four Scholarly Libraries*: http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/gkab

**Ivories from Nimrud**

Vol. IV. G. Herrmann, *Ivories from Room SW37, Fort Shalmaneser* (2 vols.), 1986  
In preparation:  
Vol. VII. G. Herrmann, S. Laidlaw with H. Coffey, *Ivories from SW 11/12 and T10, Fort Shalmaneser*  
*Ivories from the Burnt Palace and the Nabu Temple*  
*Ivories from the Akropolis*  

Coffey and S. Laidlaw, *The Published Ivories from Fort Shalmaneser, Nimrud* – a scanned archive of photographs (+ CD), 2004  

In preparation:  
J.E. Curtis: *The Metalwork from Nimrud*  
A.R. Green: *The Nimrud Figurines*

**Balikh valley**

(M.E.L. Mallowan, 1938)  

**Balawat**

(M.E.L. Mallowan, 1956–1957)  
M.E.L. Mallowan, “Balawat”, in *Twenty–five Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1956, pp. 79–80  
Ain Sinu


Arpachiyah

(M.E.L. Mallowan, 1933)


Ras al 'Amiya

(D. Stronach, 1960 – rescue sounding)


Tell al-Rimah

(D. Oates †, 1964–1968, 1971) The publication of the small finds were the responsibility of the University Museum. The architecture is extensively published in the preliminary reports together with papers in *World Archaeology* (1990).


**Final Reports:**


Choga Mami

(J. Oates, 1967–8 – one season)


Tell Taya


J.E. Reade, “Tell Taya”. In J.E. Curtis (ed.), *Fifty Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1982, pp. 72–78

Final reports outstanding:


Umm Dabaghiyah

(D. Kirkbride †, 1971–1974)


D. Kirkbride, “Umm Dabaghiyah”, in J.E. Curtis (ed.), *Fifty Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1982, pp. 11–29

Final Report:

in preparation:
S. Campbell (ed.), *Report on Diana Kirkbride’s Excavations at Umm Dabaghiyah* (scheduled 2013)

Tell Brak


J. Eidem, “Jakun-asar at Tell Brak”, *Nouvelles Assyriologiques Brèves et Utilitaires* 1991 no. 77


M.E.L. Mallowan, “Brak”, in *Twenty Five Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1956, pp. 24–38


A. McMahon, “The lion, the king and the cage: Late Chalcolithic iconography and ideology in northern Mesopotamia”, *Iraq* 71 (2009), pp. 115–124


*Tall al-Hamidiya* 2, 1990 pp. 133–147

J. Oates, “An Akkadian administrative device from Tell Brak”, in M. Frangipane et al. (eds.), *Between the rivers and over the mountains*, *archaeologica Anatolica et Mesopotamica Alba Palmieri dedicata*, 1993 pp. 289–305
Final Reports:

D.M. Matthews, *The Early Glyptic of Tell Brak B Cylinder Seals of Third Millennium Syria* (Orbis Bibliicus et Orientalis, Series Archaeologica 15), Fribourg (CH) and Göttingen 1997


in preparation

D. Oates, J. Oates, G. Emberling and H. McDonald: *Excavations at Tell Brak III. The Uruk and ‘Ubaid Periods*

**Abu Salabikh**

(J.N. Postgate: 1975–1990; work will resume when circumstances permit)


**Final Reports:**

Vol. 5. J.N. Postgate – in preparation, but publication delayed by political situation

**Final Reports in preparation:**

Vol. 7. *Miscellaneous Graves*. A first draft of the descriptions of the graves and contents was completed by D. Thomas in 2005/6, but plans and illustrations still need to be prepared. It is planned to accompany this with a study of grave pottery assemblages at the site, so that they will then all be published, and this volume may therefore need to be retitled (e.g. Funerary Practices at Abu Salabikh). Work on this would start in 2008/9.

**Jebel Hamrin Salvage Project**


1. Tell Madhhur

(M. Roaf, 1977–1980*)
M. Roaf, “Hamrin sites”. In J.E. Curtis (ed.), *Fifty Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1982, pp. 40–47
M. Roaf, “‘Ubaid social organization and social activities as seen from Tell Madhur”, in E.F. Henrickson and I. Thuesen (eds.), *Upon this Foundation – The ‘Ubaid reconsidered*, 1989, pp. 91–146

**Final Report:**

2. Tell Rubeidheh and Tell Haizalun
(T. Cuyler Young, J. N. Postgate et al., 1978–1979)

Final Report:

Qadisiyya Salvage Project
(M. Roaf; Field Director, Alastair Northedge, 1981–2)

Final Report:
A. Northedge et al., *Excavations at Ana – Qal’a Island* (Iraq Archaeological Reports 1), 1988

Eski Mosul/Saddam Dam Salvage Project

1. Tell Mohammed 'Arab
*Director of project: M. Roaf, 1982–1985*


Final Reports:
St J. Simpson – in preparation (scheduled 2012)
R. G. Killick and M. Roaf – in preparation (scheduled 2013)

2. Zammar Region (W. Ball, 1985–6 – one season)


Final reports:
W. Ball (ed.), *Ancient Settlement in the Zammar Region – Excavations by the British Archaeological Expedition to Iraq in the Saddam Dam Salvage Project, 1985–86 Volume One*, 2003

In preparation:
St. J. Simpson and W. N. Ball, *Excavations by the British Archaeological Expedition to Iraq in the Saddam Dam Salvage Project, 1985–86, Vol. 3: Babnit and Karadere*
W. N. Ball, *Excavations by the British Archaeological Expedition to Iraq in the Saddam Dam Salvage Project, 1985–86, Vol. 4: Pottery*
W. N. Ball, *Excavations by the British Archaeological Expedition to Iraq in the Saddam Dam Salvage Project, 1985–86, Vol. 5: Small Finds*

**Habl as–Sahr**
(R. Killick and H. Gasche, 1983 – rescue sounding)

**Samarra**

Final reports:
Samarra Studies series (A. Northedge, ed.):

**Tell Hawa Project**


Final reports:

W. Ball, The Excavations at Tell Hawa – in preparation

Jemdet Nasr

(R.J. Matthews, 1988–1989 – further seasons postponed due to Gulf War)


H3 Kuwait


Final Report:

in preparation
Chagar Bazar


M.E.L. Mallowan, “Chagar Bazar”, in *Twenty Five Years of Mesopotamian Discovery*, 1956, pp. 12–23


Final reports

O. Tunca and A. el-Massih Baghdo (eds.), *Chagar Bazar (Syrie)*, 2006

O. Tunca, A. McMahon and A. el-Massih Baghdo (eds.), *Chagar Bazar (Syrie) 2. Les vestiges “post-akkadiens” du chantier D et études diverses*, 2007

A. McMahon with C. Colantoni, J. Frane and A. Soltysiak, *Once there was a place: Settlement Archaeology at Chagar Bazar, 1999–2002*, 2009